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Herlong is placed high in the sierra Nevada mountains. To passer-
byes it is simply a run down desert hole in the middle of nowhere. 
To me it is a town surrounded by epic beauty not seen on to many 
places on earth.



Me and my dad out in the early 
morning preparing our guns to 
shoot something.. Mainly cans 
and tires. Cause that’s what we 
do in the desert

I have been many places in my life, I was born 
in japan, raised on Honolulu Hawaii, currently 
living in Stockholm Sweden by way of Umeå 
and Sävar Sweden. There is one place however 
that I call “home”. I grew up here, had my first 
love, found out who I was and at the time what I 
wanted to be. When I lived here all I wanted 
was to leave, and to this day I couldn’t see my-
self living here again. But for all it’s weaknesses 

and desperation; I still call Herlong, California 
my Home. 

My family and I moved to Herlong in 1992 from 
Honolulu Hawaii… Or more appropriately 
Hickam air force base. I was a military brat born 
and raised. We moved to Herlong to get a 
change in life, as good as the nature and life 
was in Honolulu, it’s not the best place to raise 
kids. That’s a story for another day. 
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An old gas station probably built
in the early sixties - and closed since.

I was less than enthused to say the least 
the very first time we landed in Herlong. 
To this day I still remember those first 
minutes driving up to the main gate for 
entry into the military base. The dry de-
sert air made my lips crack almost in-
stantly, a sandstorm was making it's way 
over the town from Honey lake - Called a 
lake, but simply a dry lake bed at the 
time. Tumble weed blew over the road 
and me sitting in our rented car parked 
at the local store "Jimbobs". I looked on 
in terror as the only person I had seen for 
the last half an hour was a police officer 
riding a bicycle towards us looking 
rather unfazed by the massive sand-
storm. I don't have pictures from that first 
day, but I can say this much: As much as 

I felt Herlong was a dead town at the 
time, it was a bustling metropolis com-
pared to today. 

While a lot has changed since I moved 
from Herlong – about 16 years ago now; 
I can’t say that Herlong has ever been a 
bustling town of activity. Though it was 
certainly a lot more active and alive 
when I lived there. Today it’s but a shell 
of what it once was, that could be said of 
it even when I lived there. Herlong has 
always been a shell of what it once was. 
Nestled high in the sierra mountains 
about 65 miles north of Reno, Nevada. 
Herlong was built during a time of war to 
protect military personal from Japanese 
bombs in 1942, Herlong never really be-
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came anything more than a dream. A lot of 
money, time and resources spent trying to build 
it up, and between different presidents wanting 
to pump up the military and others wanting to 
limit it, Herlong has always been on the budget 
chopping blocks. Little by little, piece by piece 
it has been outsourced from the military to pri-
vate citizens hired by the military, to now military 
budget going to private corporations to hire pri-
vate citizens.

My Herlong high school had 125 students from 
ninth to twelfth grade levels. My senior high 
class had 24 students. However small that may 
seem; at the time we did have basketball teen, 
baseball and even a football team (American 
football). We were pretty good all things consid-
ered. Today, the baseball team and fields don’t 
exist, the high school is combined from seventh 
all the way up to twelfth and most all military 
kids are gone. 

This movie theatre was built and 
finished around 1994. It was 
quickly closed down soon after 
and stayed that way ever since.

One of the first movies I ever 
watched here was the original Ju-
rassic Park.
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Previous page: Big metal 
thingy. This dried out lake 
bed used to be a army 
weapons test site. There 
are signs everywhere warn-
ing of the appending doom 
of landmines and unex-
ploded shells. 

This page: The view driving 
up Herlong access road as 
the sun starts to set



The little general store that I sat outside my very first day as a kid, 
had been bought up in 2006 and turned into a bar. Shortly after the 
market crashed and the bar was closed; Today it makes for a great 
photo opportunity as the faded out Fed UP bar and grill is still visible 
on the now boarded up and closed down shop. The military is all but 
gone, the movie theatre, library, PX, credit union and just about eve-
rything else has been closed down. Everything I remember about 
Herlong growing up is gone - I remember spending my evenings run-
ning through "Title nine" a section of houses where most non-military 
lived right outside the gates. Now most the houses are left empty af-
ter the housing bubble, the few people still living there have for sale 
signs posted, for sale since 2007: With no buyers in sight. 

Like most small towns out in the middle of nowhere in the USA it's 
inhabitants have turned to drugs and alcohol. Several of my high 
school classmates have died by Meth overdose - a sad reality in to-
day's poor white America. 

With that said Herlong to me is a region surrounded by epic beauty, 
and a town populated with the broken dreams of it’s inhabitants and 
a nation as a whole. 

This is my Herlong in my vision as I experienced it during my sum-
mer vacation in June - July 2015. 

In a place like Herlong it’s easy to miss the beauty when all you see 
is desperation.
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This Page: An old church in 
the town of doyle. Very little 
but very cute

Next page: The barbwire 
fence in the area claims a 
lot of life. This poor horse 
seems to have gotten stuck 
in the wire.
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Previous page: Train tracks 
on the base. 

This page: Fedup bar and 
grill, or atleast what is left 
of it. This used to be a town 
store called Jimbobs when 
I was growing up. 



THE TOWN
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Previous: This house has 
always looked like this, at-
least from what i remember. 
The shell was built and 
closed down in the 60s. The 
bed I don’t really know

Depot Deli: Used to be a 
gas station, now? I have no 
idea
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Previous page: One time 
military barracks and train-
ing ground

This page: Used to be mili-
tary housing



HERLONG HIGH SCHOOL
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EVERYTHING ELSE
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THE END
All pictures in this book were taken with Sony A7R in June and 
July 2014 - 2015. They are my own work. Please don’t use my pic-
tures without asking.

All of these pictures are available as High resolution prints or 
JPEGs

Herlong and Doyle Californa

www.ultralightandcomfortable.com
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